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Here's a great new way to find the strongest support for your
argument. Most Cited CasesT",exclusively on westlaw.com@,retrieves a
list of cases most often cited for a point of law. Uses the West Key Number
Systemm,so ycu know your result is thorough.
Ty it! T&es seconds; saves hours.

Yisst Cited Cases

www.westlaw.com/mostcited
Research Assistance: 1-800-REF-ATTY (1-800-733-2889)
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Drive your acquisitions workflow into the fast lane.
nects your library acquisitions workflow to online information providers, adding core benefits
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It's h o w you k n o w the spirit of y o z r w o ~ k

will shine through the clutter of i n f o r m a t i s c .

. . .
It's how you know your Insrgzts are valid.

It's h o w you k c o w t h a t LexisNexis"'
has rich, s s ~ e r i o rcontent,
easy-to-r;se Web solutions a n 3 support for ail
aspects of your work, t o help elevate your success.
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F Prxtire with E'cr'errnc:Yie~ycr
ent oroanizational forms. Information Outlook decided to
interview the man who, q;ite &raliy, wrote the biokJon communities of practice three
years ago. Consultant and speaker Etienne Illeyer is widely regarded as perhaps the worid's
leading com~unitiesof practice "green thumb." Jeff De Cagna recently chatted with E ~ e n n e
Wenger. We think his perspectives will heip you tend to your organization's knowledge
gardens more successful!y.

EU C~pyrightDiae~tiv~
rldaateed by t t c f m r p a &rti&a:e:rt
~
The Europear: Parliament in Strasbourg voted on 14 February 2001 to adopt the draft EU
Directive on copyright in t2e information society, with overall minor nodificaxions. This is
almost the fina! stage before the Directive officialiy becomes Europea? law. Pa:!iamentrs
second reading opinion has ?ow been forwarded to rhe European Commission a d the
Councii of Ministers. Teresa Hacke~,Director for EBLIDA, reports.
24

Custom Prrfarmtian Ps$taisand the D a i k q of Rcai-Tk~?Hntcli%gem
Over the past decade, the new Information Age has intertwined itseif with the Internet to
bring about the most expansive collection of data ever compiled. Today's knowiedge workers
are drowning in the sea of data streaming at them from disparate sources. It has taken the
Internet to bring together content from television, radio, magazines, newspapers,
newsietters, books, and misceilaneous ether publications and papers. Michael Galiagher
explains.

34

A Roadmay for the O~ceessfutIn?plerneot%6orr~f C m p e t % k SntetEge~ceSystem
The successfui design, development and deployment of a successful C i system re~uiresa
good project plan. Much like a roadmap, this plan serves to identify important milestones
and provide iqformation about alternative routes that can help the project team(s) avoid
deiays. Katherine Shelfer and June Verner explain what i j necessary to achieve success.
...
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Continuity and Change
Now that you have Seized the Competitive Advantage in San Antonio, move on
to Putting Knowledge to Work@in Los Angeles next June.
Each summer we are at the time of endings and beginnings. Some asscciation
officers finish :heir terms of office, others begin, and some continue. This year
we celebrate David R. Bender's retirement after a very successful twenty-two
years, and we welcome Roberta Schaffer as the new Executive Director this
coming September. David leaves us with a strong association foundation and
very comperent associarion staff. Roberta brings a great deal of experience and
fresh, new ideas.
As associarion members, we are the source of our own continuity and change.
We have a strcng history of 92 years cf action. We have a strong core of members
providing continuity but also leading the way to change. Ollr profession is fast
paced and changing, and our association is seeking to change to stay relevanz.
Our members' expertise in finding information doesn't change. Service is our major source of continuity. Looking back
at Ranganathan's laws, the goal of pillting information and people together is changeiess. Ranganathan's "every book
its reader" and "save the time of :he reader" translates well today to include multi-formats and computerized resources
as well as the historical print. This year's work I n Good Company by Larry Prusak and Don Cohen highlights the role we
can play in bring people together to solve their information needs. Sources and methods of delivery keep changing
around 2s. This past year, Past President Donna Scheeder coined the apt phrase, "change is our tradition."
in my library we have an intrusive column providing support for the building in one of the rooms in my library. An
ergonomic s~eciaiistwho visited made the point we couldn't get rid of the column so we needed to make the cclumn
"our friend." In the same way, in this time of rapid change, we need to make change "our friend. "
As we mcve closer to the end of our first century as an association, we need to keep in mind the long haul or the long view.
Stewart Brand spoke about the long view at the Minneapolis annual conference. The Long Now Foundation guidelines [for
a long-lived, long-valuable institution) have something to say to us: Now in its 92nd year, SLA is here to serve the long
view and the long viewer.
The presidential term of one year is a very short term to effect chacge, and :he best a presiden: with his or her board of
direcrors can do is initiate their best plans, continue movement in a right direction and make co:zrse corrections as
. .
neeaec, and be as involved as possible in the President-Elect and Past President years. Changes coming to fruition now
represen? the work of past and present Boards of Directors. Member participation and commitment is basic to our
success. We need to use the many talents of our members and :o facilitate their growth while a: the same :ime we
recognize the time constraints of volunteers. Two way communication is so important tc achieve :his goal - listening
and interacting with menbers. The simplification initiative has this goal at its core. I see the necessity of marrying
change and communication for successfu! continuity.
I am very honored to have the opportunity to serve as President of SLA. I feel very strongly about my need and desire
to give back to the association because I have gained so much as a member. Throughout my career as a business
librarian and now as a library director at a college focusing on business and technology, I have kept turning to SLA and
have kept learning and growing. For me, SLA is people and opportunities.
i see twc types of change: change leading to success or change leading to challenge and cpportunity for improvement.
We need :o celebrate our many successes and embrace our challenges. Xelp me by sharing these so that we can find
ways ':o zelebrate. We can be much more successful while we are fiaving fun.

Hope Tiilaac
SLA President

organizatfons thinker Peter Senge advised those of us who are concerned about change t o "act more Like gardeners
than mechanics." We think that this i s particularly good advice for information professionals who are interested in
facilitatfng the work of their organizations""communities of practice." Communities of practice do not form and exist
according t o the command-and-control model of Industrial Age organizations. Instead, these learning communities
are truly organic, energized primarily by a generative blend of individual identity and shared passion.
To learn more about "c~mmu~?giz"e%
g~f~ P " XXi?
$ ~VgQ
C@
f i t h % @ f ~ practice. And the third
important element to
these emergent organiz a t i o ~ aforms,
l
Infomahave "a prac~ice-waYs
of
responsi
of dealing with the probtior, O ~ i h decided
k
to
chat with the man who,
quite literally, wrote the
book on commnnities of
practice three years ago.
Consultant and speaker
Efienne 7bienger is
widely regarded as per-r5- How is a community
h a p the world's leading
of practice different from a team in a n organization?
communities of practice "green thumb." We think his
perspectives will help you tend to your organization's
---L W . Well, a team is defined by a task. So I think what
knowledge gardens more successfully.
distinguishes a "team" from a "community" is the distinction between a task and a domain.
2zg j.2 C'cgm: Dr. Wenger, let's begin with the central
question: what is a "community of practice?"
When you are given a task, it is important is t o coordi-s ~ ; E ~ P : -Ft:imgti.
nate your actions with others on the team in order to
;
Well, a "community of practice" is a
accomplish it. Teams frequently break up once the task
group of peopie who share an interest in a domain of
is finished, because the team was defined by its task. A
kncwiebge, for instance, how to do open-heart surgery
community of practice, on the other hand, is defined by
or how to write children's books. Together, they develop
an interest in a shared domain, and so what brings people
a set of approaches that allow them to deal with this dotogether is the interdependency of their knowledge, not
main successfuliy.
the interdependency of specific tasks on which they are
working.
More formally, I would say that a community of practice
reaily must have three elements in it: domain, community, and practice. The first one is that it must have a
The community of practice may engage in certain tasks,
but it doesn't end there. What brings value in a commudomain-a specific area of expertise that members share.
nity of practice is its members' shared learning. MemSo, ic this sense, it is different from an informal network
bers of a community of practice frequently don't work
of relationships among people.
together on a day-to-day basis, and so what brings them
The second thing that you want to have is a commutogether is the exchange of ideas, best practices and new
knowledge that allows them to return to their teams and
nity-a set of people who interact with one anothec who
engage with one another, who talk with one another, who
do their jobs better.
think together and develop relationships -with one another in that process. So a website is not a community of
?
:;.
You have anticipated my next qaestion. Can you

relaticnshi ps and

<

biliCias around

elaborate on the way in
which communities of
practice contribute to the
sharing of knowiedge
wirhin organizations?

.."
c:4. If you want to manage your knowledge as an
organization, you have to
understand which knowledge domains are essential to :he organization's
success. So, for example,
if you are an automotive
rnannfacturer, brake design or windshield wipers
are important Bnc-wledge
domains.
Then you n x s t ask who
is in the best positior, to
=anage the knowledge ir,
I think
that d o ~ a j n and
,
again an6 again, companies are coming to the conclusion that the peopie
who are in the best position to manage knowledge in a given domain are its practitioners, not a database and no: a specialist group at headquarters, but the group of practitioners who actually are
doing the work. 'icu can see why the concept of community of practice is very powerful because, a: its core, it is a
group of practitioners who have taken oa the respoasibility of managing knowledge in their domain. This responsibility entaiis not only sharing knowiedge, but also creating knowledge, and scanning the environment to see what
new technologies or nxthods may be on the horizon. Xt
may also mean introducing newcomers to this knowiedge
domain, as it exists within a given organization.
So communities of practice are very rich sets of relationships and responsiMities arosnd learning and kncwiedge that really are the cornerstone of the kcowledge
nanagement initiative ir, an organization.
-3"
What role do c o ~ m u n i t i e sof pmctrce play in organ:zations when it comes to contributing to and 'stenarding" inn~'dation?
E W If YOU are or, a team, you incovate because you face
new probleas, and you ~ u s icven?
t
new solutions. Bat,
again, the drfficzlity is that yon are very task-ioclzsed. So,
if you have a new half-baked idea ihat is not quite ready
for prime time 51x1has potential, your team will say. "Forget it, we need to cclmpiete the project by the deadline.'
So having coileagws who understand your perspective and

can say3"Wow, this is realy a
great idea, we need to pursue
that," is veDj impor:anr.
1 am no: saying .;%atc-~n;rilznieies of practice are the only
places where :nnovaricn oecurs. Innovaiion takes piace
nnder many different circu,mstances, but it is great to have
a c o ~ m u n i t ywithin which
yo2 can discuss the latest
ideas, expiore then: together
and get feedbacx.

Let me add one more thing. We
should not idealize c o m n m i t i ~ sof practice too ancP: becanse rhey can also ;
*Ccome
,
ciosed, self-concernedand narcissistic. So I think it is very
inportant for communit4es of
prac'L;,ceto interact with people
outside and keep open boundaries so they keep iearning.

;Z.Iz the May issue cf Infornation Outlook, Larry Przsak cnd I discnssed the idea of
social capital, and I want to ask yoz abcut it as well.
What is your v i m on the importance of social capital
.,.A t h i n comnszrnities of practice?
?:W: Sociai capita': is essential and, actually: conxnuni-

ties of practice are a very good context for genera;ing
social capital becanse peopie help each other. They create reiationships and friendships that are often Eore enduring than the teams on whick people work There is
sornetiring stable about a comnunity of practice that
makes i; a very good place for building sociai capitai.
Also, : ~ j a is
t importanr is that conmucities of practice
combine social capital with lnteiiectuai capltai and with
strnctural capitai, so ;hat the skiiis of people, ?,herelationships they bnild with each ot:?er, and tire roois aad
documenrs that they constmc: and share all are part of
the practice.

.:G:As I listen to ycu describe the richness of the social
e spractice, I
ezvironment one finds witkili c ~ r ~ n u n i t i cf
carznot .kelp but wonder how organizations can appropriarely use the gariety of techmlcgies :ha[ exist today to
support their work. What do you tkiizk?

-x,.- I have jzst ficished a s'indy of technologies for ccZmunities of practice, and the first ~ h i n gto say is that
cornrnuciries of practice existed for 2 long time before

eMarketeris new eStat Database aggregates facts and
figures from hundreds of the \~orld'sleading research
firms, consultancies and ne-wsagencies? Updated
daily and easy to use, it saves time and resources and
leads to quicker, more informed decisions.
Search for charts and artIc1es
by keyword, date, geograpiiy,
scurce or a combination of ali fouc
*For a complete k t of sources,
go to: wwv"~2,ernarketeccon?/
research_firms.php

it provides a single, reliable source for all your
e-business information needs.

Covering every aspect of the global internet econmy,
the eStat Database puts insights from eMarketer
analysts and the latest figures from industry, financial
and government reports ail in one place, so you can
quickly compare and evaiuate them. There's no better
way to make sense of fast-changing e-business
numbers, trends and projections.
See the estat Database for yourself: go to www.
eMarketer.com, or cail icli-free 1-877-378-2871.
For information on muitipie subscript~ons,ask for
Thomas Hammer, ext. 277.

anybody provided technologies to rherr,. So whlie technologies can be good, they are not going to make the
critical difference. Many organizations have installed techcologies that are not b e k g used. Community development is not a technology process, bnt a social and cogniiive process.
StBi, there is 2 great deal of technology available today:
and with more and mom c ~ ~ m a n i t iof
e spraclice involving peopie who are not co-located, the technology can really help. So one tool that is used frequentiy is beieconferences. it is a technology that's been around for a long time,
but now there is web meeting software ihal can make teieconferences much more interesting wjth a presentarion or
a white board. There are also discussion boards that I nse
with many communities to Eoat questions to people. There
are file-sharing technclogies that are i,mportant, and just
having a website is a way for a community to assert its
existence within an organization. So there are
many k n d s of technology that can be used to
help coEmunities, but it
wonid be a =istake to
think that the technology
can drive the process.

dealizg with commucities of practice is something really
new for organizarions. Grganizations deal with teams, of
course, but as we discussed earlier, eeams are given tasks
:hat are determined by the organization, When you are
taiking about communities of practice, :heir knowledge
dor-ains are their own. They have expertise i c %heirdomains that nobody else has. They yrticipate because they
have 2. .sassion for rhat domain. So there is a level of
indepecdence that is necessary for these co?xmunihies to
survive. This goes beyond what is done w i t h iearLs.
We msst understand that good comilnun~tiesreally work
on passion. They work on people's identity and their iden+: f:
.:,:caiion with the domain. There :s a sense of exciten e n t and a sense of "WOW!"The cormxunity is where I
can discuss things that are reaily mean;ggful to me and
are deepiy a par: of my identity. But the passim aspect of
~ o ~ a u n i t iise stricky for organizations to d d with, because you cannot control it
or force ir. And yet in a
knowledge economy, if you
want people !o be engage&
with the organization, then
you have to rake their passions, their inrerests, their
personaiiries azd their idez::.m as a w i d e . If people
A:+:

22:So what are the qzlestions you .would advise
organizational leaders to
ask themselves as they are rhicking abanr w'hich techpzologies to employ?
I think the crucial idea here is to really understa~d

%
v ,$
. i.

the real needs of the community. Do these peopie need :c
have conversations with one another or, for exar~piein
the case of an energy company, do they need to be able to
iook at a map together and say, "Oh, there must be oil in
here because I can see the shape of the landscape?" So,
for me, the most important thing is to look 2.t the practice
of the community and ask bow do we fil; ths hoies and
what kinds of activities do they engage ir, through which
they learn? What you want to do is support activities that
create v a k e for !ke community and for its =embers. X9u
cannot answer this queshion in the abstract. Yo;: have tc
engage the ccmmmity with the design of the system.
2s: I have a broader questicii about organizational support for comrnanities o f mrfice. Elom do ycn advise organizations to strike the balance between, c n t.ie one
hand, stipporting communities of practice and, on the
other hand, not being too "'haads on" so as to avoid crushing the corrunnnity with the weight of too much organizational expectation?

information

.

are to be creatke in their
work, they a u s t be able to
be a whoie person.
At the same time, when you discrrss this with s o a e managers they say, "Oh, okay. Let's just leave the= alone."
What I say is no, no, m , no! To leave them alone is just
the other side of the coin of contrailing them. if I car,?
ccntrol theE, then I shwdld just leave the= aione. Tkis is
also wrong. What yoc need to do is really engage the comrnnnities in the way aha: you rm the business, to expect
them to make a difference, and to engage them when ycs
have any i ~ p o r t adecisions
~t
that involve their d o ~ a i n s ,
in additioc, a big 3,uestion for comnxmities of practice In
aIrr,ast e v e q organization is t i s e . People ask, 'Where
am I goicg to find the time io belong to my commnnities
of practice?" An important thing that organizations sari
de, then, is to valne the conmunities rheEselves, io value
the t i n e that people specd in 2 comxzuni:y and to make
that a part of yea~iy-,erformance appraisals, If organizations really wan? ro support communities of practice, they
can do it by allcwing people to create &em and contribute to them without being penalized for it. T%s is a very
jasic f3rrLof support.

3.C:What role dc you think infirnation prof~s^sionaIscan
play in identifiing, mrtnrfng and s~zpportingthe wcrk of
commr-inities of practice?

A good day. A fanlastic day. The pressure was on
Y o i delivered. Facts at your fingertips. The power t o search. ?our way. Pinpoint precision
3est con'mt. Cow Jones and Reuters. Two giobal leaders. One inc~ediblenew service.
Visit www.factiva.corn/factiva t o find out morn

Dow lone5 & Reuters

fiGk I think there are very important roies for informa-

tion professionals. First, c o m ~ n n i t i e need
s
help organizing their own knowledge repositories-their own libraries, if you will, or their websites. So, something that librarians have that is very usefzi for communities is an
understan6ing of how you buiid a taxonomy that aiiows
you to find the information that you want easily and
quickly. A big question that the =embers of commznities have to ask is, "Given el;? perspective and the kinds
of problems that we face, what is the best way to orgacize the information we have put down on paper so we
can find it when we need it?" Coxmunities need soEe
help with this work, and I think information professionals are very well qualified to provide this kind of assistance.
Another role is n o r e subtie. Since information professionals tend to be at the crossroads of infornation seekers and infor-aa'lion givers, an important function of the
information professional is to say7 "'Oh, you shouid go
talk to that person." Xn this sense, the information professional becoaes a broker amccg many communities.
Or they may recognize a community that needs to became more intentional about its develcp~ent.

c : ~Well,
:
as I said earlier7the people in the best pcsition
to maaage knowledge are practitioners, not librariam. The
roles for information professionais that we were just discuss:ng are in the service of conmunities; the library is
not at the center: I think of the library as a place to serve
the Iife of corr:munities, so rr,y reaction to what you read is
to be carefui aot to put the information professionai at the
center of a knowiedge =anagemen', tean, but to see h o w l edge nanagement as a distributed process. As an infornation professicnal, you don't manage knowledge, but you
make it possible for communities to xanage their knowiedge and their reiationships to one another.
>:T
,.T

VJe always like to kelp our readers get to kncw the
people we interview a little better. What do yolz like to do
in your spare time?
---zr

Well, I like to piay mcsic. I play both the piano and
the guitar, but these days, I mostly play the piano. Y like
to i=provise on the piano, although I'IR not a great pianist. 1 really piay for myself.
.:Y:;

J P Do you have a fmorite ccmpcser?

_ . -.
., 1

...,. VJell, I was educated in classicai music. i would say

So, if you are the place where people ask for infor-maR P , ~favorite composer is Bach, Sut I a n very eciectlc. I
tion, and if you have a set of communities that yor: know
really enjoy jazz. My son is a jazz musician. I also enjoy
and can interact with, then your sense of djrecting people
rock and world rzarsic. Bnt when i sit at the piaao, what
to the right place to find information is greatly iacreaseb.
I pixy is what i would describe as a pseudo-Baroque imIt is reaily essential, then, for information professionais
provisatioc.
in organizations to be aware of where the commnnities
.Z
That's
: :erri,fic it's v e v exciting.
are, what they are capable of doing, acd what is the best
way to send them a request for information. Information
-~professianais can be the entry points into rmltiple c o ~ - -. ./.. 1 suppose the thing that really drives n e , though, is
rhis question: what does it mean io be 2 human being?
mnnities that have knowledge in various donains and,
to sorm extent; i'm sure it is a role that your members
Whar is an identity? You're born one day and you're just
a blcb of ceils, acd pretty socn yo^ are a person who is
are already playing. It seems to me that an effective incapabie of making s ~ c s e of
, maicing meaning, of l e a n formation professional in an orgaaization is the kind of
x ~ gSo
. what is "re essence of hsman beings? I thick x>al
person who has connections to all sorts of people, inon a daily basis, tbat is :he quesrion that brives me.
chding members of specific practice communities to
whom he or she can direct information requests.
-.if-:. , r' :j?ant+O ttfru-'
I L K yoz for sharing thar thought with me

-

JG:1 mant to get your reaction to something that 1 a n
going to read to you from an article enritted, TSrotal-Myers
Squibb: Building the NFJI C o ~ c r a t eLibray,"wr;ihh was
published in the Fali/Winter 2003 issire Z3IvI's hrrrnal of
the Institzrte for Knowledge .Mancigement. The artirie~uritten by Alvin Jacobsorz mc! Bmcr Cheexa, includes the
follou~ing statenent: "Libraries are a: the very center of
tc foster k n w l seminal i d a s and discussions on
edge-sharing, how best to use the library's s-pace to promote its knowledge management potentid, and how to
tmck knowledge tmnds and issues." What is your reaction To this assertion?

..

because this Is a quesGon ikar fascinates me as well. 4
have one final questicn for you, and perhaps i t doesn't
come as any surprise: what is it tkat you love about IiSrarfes?
T
Well, I could spend days and days in iibraries Secause I am a sucker for i c f o r ~ a t i o nand stories I iove
knowmg what other people think, how other peopie Irve,
anb wlrat ideas they ham. So I gkess what 4 love abeut
rhe iibrary 1s ;he serendipity-the possl$;Iity of lookLng
for m e rhlng s a d Then discovering sometsng cornpierely
nnexpected and totally interesting. w h ~ turns
h
m t to be
GI
what you really need. I think that is great.
./.

When I returned from the MLS Renewai for Special Librariaqs, my
friends, colleagues, and boss ail
asked me, "So what did yon learn?"
The most important lesson I learned
was how to :earn.
I was reluctant to go +othe MLS Renewal for several reasons. Airhough
I define myself as a special ilbrarian, and I a n an active member of
SLA, I work at a large public library,
and I am a partner in an Internet consulting business. Wouid this program offer anything for me to m e in
my environment? Did the "'big questions" i was supposed to think about
and discuss have any relevance to
my career?

that all infomation professionah, no
matter what type of library employs
them, work for a larger organizath.
The key to success in any scenario
is to iearn the goais of the larger organization, and make sure everyrhing you do in the library is in line
with those goals. All of us artending
the Renewal were striving to do that,
Once I stopped being defensive, f had
to start pariicipating: which involved
listening with an open mind ro all
we were discussing. It included asking questions when I didn't understand or had trouble seeing the connection ro my work. Most irqmrtantly? I had to acknowledge xistakes my own.

We did a short exercise that had a
big impact on me. We were asked ?o
share our organization's strategy in
ten wcrds or less. I have aiways had
trouble explaining what my consulting conpany does. As I struggled to
As a n assignmen: prior to coming articulate my company's strategy, I
to the Renewal, I read an article en- realized that T had been rfminking of
titled "Teaching Smart People to the company's goals, and net its
Learn" (Haroard B~sirzessReview, strategy in reaching those goais. Our
May-June 199;;. The article pointed goals are the same of n o s t Interne',
out how defecsiverless and a reiiance consulting companies: to help our
on problem solving can be barriers clients create and maintain an effecto learning and change. This arrfcle tive Internet presence. It's our stratprovided a blueprint for my learn- egy that gets us clients and achieves
those goals.
ing process.
The firs. thing I had to do when 1
started the learning process at the
MLS Renewai was to stop being defensive. I had to stop thinking about
how different I was from the other
information professionals, and stop
rejecting what I heard because I
thought it didn't apply ro me and my
organization, I remembered a conversation I had with =? boss before
I leb for the Renewai. She observed

This realization Ied me to the next
step in =y learning process: how to
adapt and apply what I heard from
the other participants to my organizations and the work I do for them?
Maybe the exact approach one professional used to provide good servics In his or her organization
wouldn't work in mine, but ceuld I
use facets of it? If not, coald I at least
adopt the idea behind it?

The questions and concepts we d m
cnssed at the MLS Renewal were
universaj and therefore easy to a?ply to any environment. VJe taT~ed
aboat how informarion professionais are in a natnral pcsition to cont..:i.
.:LA& by making connections: between peepie w2o need ro taik ro
each other, and between p e q l e and
tke information they need. Another
concept ;hat rescnated with rrie was
t2at necessity begefs innovation. It
is easier to design and sell an innovation if yon can articulate what necessitates if.
he x a j s r concept I took with me
from the MLS Renewai was that tke
professicnai who can Ieam is che one
who can adapt, to and even affecr
change. This learning invokes all the
rhings I had tc do during the Renewai: stop being defensive, start -ti§tening, and keep making connecticns to your work.
"7

Going through this process was invigorating, and I did feel renewed at
the end of n y four days at the -MU
Renewal. Now that I arp: back at
work, there is one more step in my
Iearning process: ro keep doing it
every day.

The Infotrieve Virtual Library solution turns your desktop
into a power5s.l research library - a portal to the finest
scientific, technical, 2nd medical information. Customize the
Virtual Library to 5t your cataloging systems and network
graphics. Open a new world of content and convenience, in
addition to time and cost savings.
Free-to-Search. Pay-per-Article. Flexible electronic and paper
delivery options. This is The Virtual Library solution, powered
by Infotrieve, the leader in document retrieval since 1987.

The Virtual Library soiution gives you:
- Free-to-search databases for discovery

5-Content with unique pay-per-articlepricing
. Ends-of-the-Earth fuil-service

document delivery
Xeal-time order tracking and reporting
Free customization and consultation

Whatever-it-Takes customer service and s:a ffing support

Free Of&:.; Try our fast and friendly service today with a
free document of your choice, up to $30 in value. Just call
. i-800-548-3443 or go to ~,.~~~;;-.ef~~~.::.~x~f1~~2
to get your
~ , - .
free document. For more information visit ;\7~~,T~:.Zi?S~ci~:~E.~3i~.

Teresa Hackett is the Dirertor for EBLIDA (European Bureau of Library, Information and Documentation Associations).
She may be reached via i mail at eblida@nblc.nl. www.eb1ida.org

to adopt the draft EU Directive on copyright in the information society, with overall minor modifications. This i s

almost the final stage before the Directive oficialky becomes European law. Parliament's second reading opinion has
now been forwarded t o the European Commission and the Council of Ministers. If the Commissr"onand the Council
agree with Parliarnenvs amendments, the Directive could become official as early as 2801.
% c m - w w i.tk n
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Commissiocer for the Internal Market, Frits Bolkestein,
welcomed Parhament's vote. "I am delighted that the European Parliament has voted overwhelmingly to endorse
the c o q x o r ~ i s eamendments to the EU copyright Directive that reflect the delicate balance of interests catered for
in the Counc:l's Common Position", said Mr Bolkestein
after the vote. "Parliament's vote should help to ensure
the rapid adoption of thls important measure to bring European copyright rules into the digital age, as requested by
the E3's Heads of State and Government at the Lisbon
S u m ~ i tThe
.
rapid implementation of this Directive will
fac&tate the deveiopment of electronic commerce and so
increase the competitiveness of the European economy."

?4jixiu:iaimrg the Ccwxmow Posjthn
The rext before Parliament was the so-called Common
Position, achieved after nineteec months of negotiation
by diplonaric representatives of the EU member states
(see information Europe, Autumn 2000 vol. 5, issue 3:.
Althoblgh there were still concerns, EBLIDA gave a cautious welcome to the Common Position, as it was a good
improvement over the outcome of the first reading in the
European Parliament and gave a more balanced approach
as envisaged by international treaties [see information
Europe, Winter 2000 vol. 5, issue 4). Above all; the main
concern was to maintain this balance. During the weeks
when the Directive was actively under discussion in Parliament (8 January-14 February 2001), the library and
user communities had to call on all their resources as
they faced a powerful rightholder lobby, making the copyright Direcrlve described as the most lobbied piece of
European iegislation.

Cawprtrinise ~~?ricirdnrer$ts
The Committee on Legal Affairs and the Internal Market,
one of sever.:een standing committees of the European
Parliament, was responsibie for making voting reconmendations on the copyright Directive to Parliament as a

whole. The Committee appointe6 the Italian MEP Enrico
Boselli as the rapporteur to draw up a report on the issue
which he presented to the full committee. Mr Boselli, who
belongs to the Group of the Party of European Socialists
(PES] an3 has been an MEP since 1999, described the passage of the Directive during its second readkg as "the mother
of all battles". Mr Boselli presented his report (Boselli report) to the Legal Affairs Committee or; 8 January/ 2001,
with recommendations for four amendments, essentially
maintaining the spirit of the Common Position. MEPs on
the Committee then had one week in which to submit their
own amendments, provoking an unprecedented 197 amenGments, the majority in favor of rightholders. These included
proposals to attach compensation to the library 'fair dealing' provisions and to narrow the library copying right to
archiving and conservation purposes only, as it was during
the first reading in Parliament in 1999. These and other
amendments would have seriousiy unbalanced the delicate
compromise of the Common Position and would, ir, all likelihood, have delayed adoption of the Directive.
In an attempt to rescue the sihation, Mr Boselli proposed
nine compromise amendments. In return, some MEPs
withdrew their amendments and others agreed to support Mr Boselli. When the Committee voted on 5 February7the nine compromise amendments were accepted as
well as six others. The proposals damaging to libraries
were rejected. The Commor, Position, plus the fifteen
amendments, were then submitted for debate by the whole
Parliament on 13 February.

I>ebate r'n Parliai?>eni,
MI 626 MEPs had three days in which to table further
amendments to the Committee's compromise proposal.
A total of nine MEPs, some on behalf of their political
groups, tabled a further thirty amendments. Some of these
amendments were the same as those which had been rejected by the Legai Affairs Committee and some were
tabled by the same MEPs.

The debate took piace in Parliament on 13 February. Mr
Boselli introduced his recommenda'lion for second reading, draw^ up on behalf of ti7e Legal Affairs Committee.
IMEP Medina Ortega, Spain, spoke on behaif of the socialist group JPES), the second largest political grcup in
Parliament. Mr Manciers, the Netheriands, spoke oa behalf of the iiberai group (EIDR), L VEcherer:
~
Austria, on
behalf of the Greens [Verts/AiE], Ms Fraisse, Frances on
behalf of the Europe United Lefi (GUE/NGL), Mr Abitbol,
Irance, on Sehalf of the Ucion for a Exope of Walions
group [UEN) and K r Mramp, Decmark en behalf of the
Group for a Europe of Democracies and Diversities {EDD).
I c addition, MEPs Cederschiijid, Fourtou, G r a y Moura,
Harbour, Niebler, Villiers, Wuermelicg represented the
European People's Party {EPPj, the largest political group
in Parliament.

-

Every MEP comnented oa the huge lobbying which had
taken place, most mentioned the interests of users and cons u m e s in the debate and some specifically mentioced libraries. There were =any interventions in o3r favor: in contrass to the first reading, where ngkholders seemed to have
a monopoly on the copyright issue. The debate was rounded
off by Ana Palacio Vallelersmdi, Spain, Chair of the Legal
Affairs Committee and by Commissioner Boikestein from
the European Commission, who gave a clear indication of
which amendments before Pariiamect would cot be acceptable to the Commission, A verbatim repoc oi proceedings
is available from the Parliament Website.'
-,

f
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The vote took place rhe foiiowjcg day on I4 F&ruary.
The conservative {EPP) group were prepared to support
the BoseIli report, with two further amendrr.ents. As :he
largest group in Parliament, this gave tile compromise a
good chance of success. Although K r Beselii belongs ro
the socialist group (PES), the sociaiists were divided an&
did not manage to form an agreed party Iine. The liberals
{ELDR] and the Greens were also divided, so there was
intense lobbying of MEPs right up to tke last moment.
There was much attention fro^ the media and the debate featured in most of the European press, as well as
the US press. The Internationzi Federation of Phonographic Industries (IFPI) organized a press conferecce
with the Beigian artist, b e l l e Xed, and George Martin,
ex-prodncer of the Beatles and the user lobby represented
by the Earopeac Fair Practice in Copyrigh: Campaign
JEFPICC) and supported by EBLIDA; handed out balloons
to MEPs urging ?hem to Keep the Irlfommtior~Socieq
Afloat by not placing unnecessary restrictions on copyright legislation. Much behind the scenes iohbyicg by
national library associations and icdividual libraries also
ensured that our message got across and was Iistened to.

In the end, nine of the Soselli compromise aEendments
were accepted and occe again, rhe damaging proposais
for libraries were rejected, The resuits of the votes are
available on the Pariiament Website.2 A f w three years,
Europe became a significant step closer *lohaving a copyright Directive.

-. FJ{p::$f;/ri.-.:.cw 8i;s.;<
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gxember<states?

Directives require 'naticnai transposition' i.e. calionai
laws in each EU =ember state mnsl be introduced in order to implement the Directive. Cne of the changes made
by Parliament in the second reading is to reduce the time
given to member states to implement the Directive from
24 ro I8 montis, in line with the e-commerce Directi-xe,
Both Directives are ccqSementary and are seen as isrrportant pieces of iegislaticn tc encourage the developmen: of tke European inforEation society.
Adoprion of the Directive meacs that Emope w l l sign up
to :se IYcrld Intellectual Property Organization [WIPO)
Copyright Treaty (1996). This extends protectioc for Eurcpean authors, artists and creators in 3 globai L?~arkei
and boosts the European internal market in the fast maving global economy by adjusting existing copyright law
to the digital age.
Despite great effort, the air1 to harmor,ize copyright l2w
in Xurope was not achieved in the end. The f o a s was on
the so-cailed 'exceptions' i.e. special -,revisions allowing
libraries, the disabled, consumers, eic. to copy in certain
circumstances. Gc1y o m of these provisions is obligatory; :he controversial issue of temporary, fleeting copies
which are procluced as an inlage or text is transmitted
fro= server to server over the Internet, and which are an
essenriai part of the network transznissicn process. Under the Directive, Internet service providers and telecoms
operators can transnil such copies without special permission from rightowcers. Tilis wiii help ensure the efiecrive .>peration of live vgebcasting and the ~ t r e a ~ i n
ofg
=usic and video.
The other provisions are optional, which means that i ~ 5ivid'~air n e r n k ~states may cl-ncosewhich to adopt ar,d
which to reject, What tkey cannot do is add anytking
new to the list. So libraries and other users maj7 end np
with different rights in different countries. For example,
a IiSrary i c one EU state =ay be able to digitize print
material already in tieir coilection wfidie their European
cclleagues =ay no:, or a song copied iegaliy onto a portable CG player for private listening say be Xegai in
another member state. This will not work in favor of the
borderless informarion society or help the EuropeaF intercal =arket.

's n o t h i n

personal.

Maybe that's the problem.
You've invested a lot in your intranet. Why are your people bypassing it
only to end up lost in cyberspace?
Empower your people with the right information, right korn the star:.
iexisXedsm Customized eSolutionsm meld searnlessiy with your current
intranet to deliver critical news and business intelligence made to order
for your company.
More than custom content, our "company personalization" shines
through every step of the way - from needs analysis, to solution
impiementation~to on-site training acd consultation, to 2417 service
and support. We're here to heip.

What's your intranet worth? Give us 60 seconds and find out. Take
the LexisNexis Knowledge Profile at www.le~isnexis.corn/Kmprofile
Or call 800.227.4908

LexisNex
It's how you know"

Other disappolntaents are that the rights of private indistztes. Wirh the high nuEber of options available, the
viduals to -cake copies were further restricted, including
library and user comEunities must press their r?_a',icnai
in the online environment, despite eew tecinicai systems
govercmects to adopt as many as possible, zii of which
which aliow righthoiders more controi over access and
relate tc the public interest. EBLIIIA wiii continue workuse of information. Rather bizarrely for a Directive d ~ - ing with the national library associations and other
signed to proEo':e the inforzation s3ciety5 online cangroups to ensrrre that the hard won achievemenrs at
tracts {so-calied 'click-on' con?racf,s),wkere the user is
European level are rewarded by the individnai memfaced with the choice of either accepting the terms of the
ber states.
contract, wen if these are unfair, or is refused access to
the Website, take precedence over statutory rights.
http://www.ecropari.eu.ir.t/pienary/deBu1tten.htn~
ht~://~mw.europzi.e.~.fnt/p~enary/de
farrft-en. h
tzl
Then
go to M ~ ~ u t e s -Fe5maq7
I4
20%-KT-ML provisional editisnResdt of roli-call votes-Reccmmzndaticn Boselli.
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Think there's one system of capyright protection worldwide? Think again. Just abour every nation
around the world offers its own brand of intellectual property protection for works created and/or
used within its borders, And most national laws bave quirks that are unique to that nation alone. So
how does the world harmonize its varied Laws?
The World Intellectual Property Organization, or WIPO-that's b w ! It's an inrernarianal organization dedicated ro promoting the w e and protecrion of works of the human spirir, These worksinteIieeruaI propert-y-are expanding the bounds of science and technology and enriching rhe world
of the arts. Through its work, WIPO plays an important role in enhancing the quality and erajoymenl
of iife, as weli as creating rear wealth for nations.
With headquarters in Geneva, Swirzerland, WIPO is one of the 16 specialized agencies of the United
Nations system of organizarions. Ir administers 21 international treaties dealing with different aspects
of intellectual properry protection. The Organization counrs 175 nations as member states.
The original creators of works protected by copyright, and their heirs, have certain basic nghts, They
hold the exclusive right to use or authorize others ro use rhe work an agreed terms. The creator of a
work can prohibit or authorize:
* its reprodmtion in va~iousforms, such as printed publication or sound recording;
its public performance, as in a piay or musicai work;
recordings of it. for exampie, in the form of compact discs, cassettes or videotapes;
r its broadcasting, by radio, cable or sateiiite;
its translation into o t h e ~languages, or its adaptation, suck as a neve? intc a screenplay.
@

Many creative works protecred by copyrighr require mass distribution, communication and financral
investment for their dissemination {for example, publications, sound recordings and films]; hence,
creators often sell the righrs to their works to individnak or companies jest able ta market the works
in return for payment. These payments are often made dependent an the actual use of the work, and
are then referred to as royalties.
These economic rights have a time limit, according to the relevant WIPO trearies, of SO years after the
creator's death. National Iaw may establish longer time-limits. This limit enables both cre-earorsand
their heirs ro benefit financially for a reasonable period of time, Copyright protecrion also includes

morai rights, which involve the right to claim authorship of a work, and the right to oppose changes
to it that could harm the creator's reputation.
The creator-or the owner of the copyright in a work-can enforce rights administratively and in the
cozrts, by inspection of premises for evidence of production or possession of illegally made-"piratedn-goods reiated to protected works. The owner may obtain court orders to stop such activities,
as well as seek damages for loss of financial rewards and recognition.
'dV1aa.t ase .rig$& telaPcd t~ mpyr?&~s?
A field of rights related to copyright has rapidly developed over the last 50 years. These related rights
grew up around copyrighted works, and provide similar, although often more limited and of shorter
duration, rights to:

* performing artists (such as actors and musicians) in their performances;
4

producers of sound recordings (for example, cassette recordings and compact discs! in their recordings;
broadcasting organizations in their radio and television programs.

Why p x ~ k s ; .4xsg33%
t
~igh$f
Copyrighr and its related rights are essential to human creativity, by giving creators incentives in the form
of recognition and fair economic rewards. Under this system of rights, creators are assured that their works
can be disseminated without fear of unauthorized copying or piracy. This in turn helps increase access to
and enhances the enjoyment of culture, knowledge, and entertainment all over the world.

How frae mpyrlgfra kept ap with adwrr-cesdw t e g : f ~ ~ 1 ~ i ~ g y 3
The field of copyright and related rights has expanded enormously with the technological progress of
the last several decades, which has brought new ways of spreading creations by such forms of worldwide communication as satellite broadcast and compact discs. Dissemination of w-orks via the Internet
is but the latest development which raises new questions concerning copyright. WIPO is deeply
invdved in the ongoing international debate to shape new standards for copyright protection in
cyberspace. The organization administers the WIPO Copyright Treaty and the iniIPO Performances
and Phonogram Treaty (often known together as the "Internet Treaties"), which set down international norms aimed at preventing unauthorized access to and use of creative works on the Internet or
other digital networks.
W x m is ~ u p y r i g h
weg&x~&
Copyright itself does not depend on official procedures. A created work is considered protected by
copyright as soon as it exists. However, many countries have a national copyright office and some
laws aIlow for registration of works for the purposes of, for example, identifying and distinguishing
tirles of works.
Many owners of creative works do not have the means to pursue the IegaI and administrative enforcement of copyright, especially given the increasingly worldwide use of literary, musical and performance rights. As a result, the establishment of collective management organizations or societies is a
growing trend in many countries. These societies can provide members the benefits of the organization's
administrative and legal expertise in, for example, collecting, managing, and disbursing royalries
gained from international use of a member's work.
Compiled by John Crosby, Director Public Communications. For more information contact
John-c@sla.org

As any of you who haw been to SISds
Headquarters can attest, the Suilding
in which the Association's offices are
housed is an incredible asset. Not
only is it r'unctionai, bat it is also a
historic building of great beauty. The
building, which was originally h i l t
and owned by a Spedal LYxarian,
was built the same yeas in which the
Association was founded, 1909.
As you can i ~ ~ a g i nowning
e,
a 92 year old historic b:siIdi?g of this size
can present some challenges in terns
of maintenance needs. Wiien does

the roof need to be replaced! Are the
w i ~ d a w going
s
to last asother year?
Are the f a c e t s ieaking? Any homeowner is ail too aware of how many
different items there a x that can
break down. wear out or need to be
rqiaced. To help overcome these
challenges, staff developed and
maintains a 15 y?ar capital inprovement schedule. This schedule details
.aii items t$at need to be taken care
of on a recurrisg basis.

T*is earekl stewa~dshipensures that
rhe Association's Headquarters will
3e a safe and pleasan; envirsnmezt
for visitol-s and staff today and for
many years ts coDe.

To kelp cover the expense associated
with keeping the building in good
working order7the Association established and f~llndsa Building Xese,rve
Fund. Each year t3e Finance Gommittee reviews the I 5-year pian and
the anticipated expecdixres which

thought
presented by

.

-

~

are requrrec. The Committee then
makes a recommendation to the
3oard of an arnounr that shouid be
:nciuded in the bzdget for these expenditures. Tke costs vaAq fro^ yyaar
to year depending on what is scheduled for replacement Lxit yeax
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with the Internet t o bring about the most expansive collection of data ever compiled. Today's knowledge workers

are drowning in the sea of data streaming at them from disparate sources. It has taken the Internet t o bring
together content from television, radio, magazines, newspapers, newstetters, books, and miscellaneous other
publications and papers.
Sorting through this cyber data-field has become a daunting task. Companies seeking intelligence data have sought
relief from knowledge specialists who have the necessary resources to cemb the traditional sources, like books,
newspapers and trade magazines, to generate specialized
reports. Most of these firms have brought their services
into 'the Interne: age and are still a good source of specialized data for a price. The dawn of the Internet also
unleashed the concept of free information. From this idea,
several search engines were born. These engines, supported by rising dot-coms, generally returned long lists
of data here at ieast half of the list completely missed
tne reqwsted mark.

three companies, they have mere than three million documents spanning more than twenty-five years of historical data accumulated from greazer than 36,000 sources,
which is more than three times the amount of information available or, the entire World Wide Web. These premium services offer several pricing plans, all of which
are based on how much access you will have to their
respective databases. These services carry lofty price tags.
In facr, a simple market research paper from Marklntei
can range from $6.30 per page to $18.30 per page. This
pricing structure is beyond the reach of most small to
nidsized companies.

&bIie Saigatio~s
From these two extremes, a new Knowledge Age is emerging. In t h era.
~ Application Service Providers [ASPS)are
building iclormation portals that deliver specialized, relevant data in real time. This article discusses the evolution of intelligence solutions and outlines the variocs
opions and soiutions available to knowledge workers in
tsday's xarkeiplace.

X4ost intelligence solutions can be broken down into two
major categories - premium specialty solutions acd
w:dely avaiiabie, public solutions. To keep pace with the
miiienntum's business demands, these two solutions have
evolved from brick and mortar, hard-copy delivery models to Internet-based digital delivery models. This trend
is discussed in the next section.

I2rernZa~SsStrrf&~ns
The first category includes gowerful, content-rich, and
expensive solutions that are geared toward use by specialists. Included in this group are such companies as
Dialog - a Thomson Company, Factiva, and Marklntel.
Each of the sol-stions in this category boasts itself as a
one-stop so1u:ion for all information needs. Among these

This second type of solution is widely inchive. Generic
free search engines from Yahoo!, AltaVista, and Excite, as
well as hybrid solutions providers l i ~ Individual.com,
e
Company Sleuth, and Northern iight, fall into this category.
The public solutions offer a less expansive list oi sources.
They tend to concentrate on pubiished stories, public filings, and press releases. Generally, the results returned
are in list form, which may or may not have a similar
look and feel and may or may cot pertain to the specific
inquiry. These engines and services rely heavily on keyword and industry searches to lccate and return data based
on user input.
Some of the hybrid service soliltions offer special reports
that are priced reasonably (i.e., Northern Light at US$l.OO
to 34.001. The risk is that the reports may or may not
have the needed information and users n a y have to procure severai reports before finding one that actually meets
their need.
Another hybrid, 1ndividual.con touts that they deliver
true personalization of services as defined by Forrester.
They call this Smart Personalization. Through this service, users create a custom logon, define cews topics,

and 2 homepage. Still, with only forty domesric and international news sources in their repertoire, they cannot
provide the comprehensivz returns of their prelziurn service counterparts.
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In the '70s, cen:ralized applications were stored on -%sinframe computers. Users at terrr,inais reqnested and fed
transactions to maicframes. This application-centric architecture serlled as the standard ir, configuring work
envircnments. The centraiized application housing kept
application hosting and Cevelopment costs in check a r d
relatively manageable.
Ir, the date '80s and eariy '9Os, the PC 5ecame conmocplace, bringing about a distributed ciient/server conputing architecture. As applications began k i n g stored on
individual workstations instead of on the server, costs
associated with writing, developing, and m a n a g i ~ gapplications skyrocketed.

The Web browser was icrroduced in the early '90s. Deveiopers soon recognized it as the way to bring centralized rnar,agenent to a distributed environmert. As
Internet access speed iccreased due to higier bandwidths.
AciiveX and Java appiets becane commonplace starting
in 1998, bringing about a new standard for application
delivery. With these technologies and other open e-business platforms, Web comm~nitiesare becoming more
prevalent and vertical information ~ o r t a i are
s populating
the lmernet.

Htwkd afgplz'catiarrsYS,
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Mppiications have beconre one of the most critical resources to business success. Integrata'iag those applications into the business model is critical. Workers in all
areas of the company need access to tke same applications. Considering that crganizations are ccmpeting in a
worldwide marketplace, the compkxifies can mukiply
overnight.

complete. With the shortage of skiled IT workers, it can
take longer acd cost more by becoming cbsoiete even before fully depioyed. The Gartner Group esiimates seven3
percent of enterprises w i l outsource small applicztior,~
and smaK to midsized companies wili soon rely on application hosting as their p r i ~ a r ydelivery model.
Ecsted applications offer a level of predictability that is
hard if cot impossible to d ~ p l i c a t ein a distributed appiication environment. hdvzcces in faii-over protection and
physical security measures, such as diesel backup generators, bicmetric scanning devices, and perime~erguards,
can be cost-effective when appliee to centric services j u t
are not ccst-effective or often impizmented in distributed
application environmeats. Further, hosted applications
give users familiarity. If they log on in Tokyo or in New
York, they car, expect the same service level, the s a z e
interfaces, and the same version snppcr;.
Cost aaalysis of hosted vs. non-hosted applications includes deternxnieg the real cost associated with applications. The Tolly Grmp esli,qa:es that recurring costs of
providicg ncn-hosted applications cac exceecf $10,000 per
user per year. The break-even poia: jetween hosted applications and a non-cosred application is beyocd the enehundred nsers point. The optirnai hosted-application customer is r2e small to midsized business with twenty to
one-hundred employees. Larger coxpanies car, benefi',
from targeted, hosted applications that are departBentally or geographically specific, thus creating small/
mids:zed businesses within businesses.
Hosted applications cac offer a fiexibliity 05 plicing that
cannot tre easily mirrored by traditional distributed application software. For instance, only in a hosted-appi:cation envircnment can companies truiy have a pay-per~ s managenreni
e
method. The ability to subscribe to services with usage-based pricing is very appeaiing when
reiating ro nteiilgence soiuricns.

Dlt:t~-ibutadvs.. Br~rrzrd~zed
Cmrknz
Finding software solutions thar support the variety of
devices, operating piatforms and connectivity protocols
utilized throughout an organization can be costly These
expenses icclude both hard acd saft costs. Hard costs
include equipmen:, software, and services and soft costs
Inclerde downtime, increased time to =arket and Eaintenance costs. Rosted applications give a five-fold benefit
to customers in terms or' reach, speeC, predictability. cost,
and flexibility.

Intelligence soiutisns need to pull data from several disparate sources rn order to provide 2 useial service to cliects. There are two ways to accomplish this - puii all
sources together into ane cectraiized database or send
out agents to pail data fror: individual source databases
acd co=piie that data for each in$ivi$ual request.

Solution providers who manage to coxpile a centralized
database wili be able to provide their customers with faster
return tines for search requests and thus would be better
able to satisfy the need of real-tine intelligence access.
Hosted applications are able to reach out to the entire world
around the clock. The Internet Age has brought about the
Yahoo!, AltaVista, and Excite are all examples of distribneed for access to cwrent, historical, relevant, and c o ~ - nted content intelligence sources. Dhlog and rc'exis are
exanpies of inteIiigence solctions that offer a centrziprehensive inforrmtion at lightening speed. Complex software app8ication deployments can take mmths or years to
ized database.

Growing a practice takes hard work and the right tools. CourtEXPR
Business Development Searches will help you find new clients
leverage your existing relationships into higher income.

Rain Maker will assist you in finding new clients within specific
of practice. By simply entering your area@) of expertise, for
intellectual Property, Rain Maker alerts you to just-filed cases
your criteria.
Want to help your clients stay out of the rain? Use Client Watch to

Due Diligence provides a comprehensive iitigation background report
on any individual or company, including civil, criminal, bankruptcy and
appellate cases. Before you hire, fire or sign on the dotted line do your
Due Diligence.
Need the docket or complaint? It's easy to pre-order it all while you're
at ~~\~~~~.courtexpress.csm
CourtEXPRESS is easy-to-use, powerful, effective and now more profitable
.for you than ever. Sign up today on www.courtexpress.com and r e c e ~ e

your first Business Development Search free, or call 800-542-3320.
With CourtEXPRESS, when it Rains, It Fours!
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& ~ &nienl- Agg~eg~br'gt;:
Hosted intelligence services can be distributed as an aggregated product of combrned data fron disparate soslrces
or as an integrated list of disparate sources that contain
the data requested. Integrated content can 5e thought oi
as just-in-time compilations of consolidated search resuits
or content sets that are distrikuted directly to the end user
(6.e., AltaVista.com:!. Content aggregatcrs sac5 as Bell &
-nowell Learning & Information and COMTEX ccnsoiidate
the content as products and ther, distribute those products
to customers who n a y be either rese!Iers or end users.
Sense M, ?dmEq 2.ists
There is a trend in intelligence and research products to
provide some overarching analysis of search results or
other findings. To dare, most research or inteiiigence prodccts have simply listed raw search results or findfngs,
leaving it up to the user to make sense of those results,
analyze patterns, and draw conclcsions. Within !he past
two years, some services have branched out to ~ r o v i d e
the next Ievei of service, inchding analyst repofis and
trend alerts. All inteiligerrce soiutlon providers will eventaally need to provide the higher service ieve! in order to
re-aain competitive
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Real-time solutions are 3ecorrLingthe mainstay of bnsiness i n f o r ~ ~ a t i oon
n Eergers and acquisitions, prodnct
launches, and SEC flimgs 1s available more quickly than
ever. The age-old tradition of waiting weeks for a c o a prehensive compe:iter analyss is jusr not a viable option
to be competitive. Hosted applicarions offer ~ntelligence
with a mouse click. They serve the market by providing
immediate access to relevant i ~ f o r ~ a t i o n .
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With new Web sites popping up aii over, employees are
finding it harder than ever to get their hands on information that is relevant to their job. Coupie :his with the
iearnlng gap that exists in the workforce between Intemetsavvy and neo-Internet nsers, peopie are Looking in ail
the wrong places and getting more and more frustrated.
The solution lies in successfully combining inteiiigence
sources with a virtual portal.
Collaboration and coctent are the components of a successful portal venture. Portals are massive automated directories of vertically aligced products or services. These
virttaai directories can be .srogrammed to undew:and wha:
you are looking for and then going cut ar,d seeking it.
Collaboration betweec partners that provide Interne: content and database applications is critical. The next genemtior, of intelligence soiutions will need to go beyond
pure vertical portals and address concerns of inbividualization, custonization, and personalization.

Zxter$ixe Sr~rrdatdimtk-mscrim i2etersganeaus
C m i - m t ijrrurcej
Another in;~po;bantfacet to consider wker, d:sc'~ssing maltime lnteiligence Is the distribution and presentation of
coliected materiais. -When con;:piling i n f o r ~ a t i o ni r o n
several disparate sources, it can be difficuit to sort out
the important places within t3e ccntenr. New hosted-aplication providers are beginqing to favor a sdandardized
method of displaying inferqation gathered from xiultile
sources to make discovery and analysis easier for users.
Hoover's Inteliigence PYloniror is a gsod exarqie as it takes
information from thousands of sources acd presents it in
a standard, use:-friendiy browser ioraat.
i;':&~nl: .H~nxgerrxw- I ~ b e x n m=!
g Simye
Using intelligence sclu:ions to ficd earreni information
is typical, Using intelligence sointions to find historical
data is more complex Preaiun? services tha: warehoxse
their data in centralized datasases are Pypicaliy better able
tc provide historical data services. The ability of any service to tlianage :heir content and make it accessible over
time is a true measure of tl-eir longevity in terms of usefulness. The abi!rty to refine da;a searches via indexes is
a goob indicator of an evolved inteiiigence sokction. Search
and indexing capabilities by scurze and date are two of
the most wide;y sought fznctions cf real-time ~ntelligence
solutrons.

most importance to
any successful inteiligence soluticn deployment. At a
minimua, security reqairen'lents should indude allowing adrr:inistrators to manage aser passwords and access
levels to ensure thar informatior, is kept at a need-to-knovr
level. Op:irr.al security =easures include encry2ted transmissions, Point-kc-Point Tracspcrt Probmol (TPTP;, Virtual Private Networks (VPNJ, and firewails.

informatfs'un a"sr.urcnqazd 83cr2rtg
Real-time intelligence providers know rhat hbe right informat~onin the hands of the right person is a timely
m a m e r can resuit in a financial windfaii. Proactive providers have turned to a u t o ~ a r e dWeb-bots tbat car; 3e
customized and automated to searc2 data soarces for ~ s e r defined keywords and proactively a!& u e r s 3bout their
hot topics via e-mall or pager

&sZmizafion :xs, Pt~.wfirrE:.z~m
lklany intelligence soiutions say they can tailor their results to fit specific criteria. This is accempiished on two
!evels. The top level is customizaticn. A sohtion with
customized offerings can tailor its deiiverables to meet
the needs of a single organization. The organization as
a whole can define standard criteria that will be used
by ail users regardless of relevancy tc the individual
worker, The better option is a soiution that fccnses on

personaiization, the other level. Personaked options ailow for both top-level organizational customizations and
individual work-related requests, news feeds, and information requirements.
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Ail intelligence solutions need to be able to be customized to some degree. The depth of customization depends
Iargeiy on whar the organization is trying to accoinpiish
and what the expectations are of the workers who are
uising the tool. Due to its centralized architecbre and thinclient requirements, hosted applications are able to provide ieveis of customization and personalization faster,
bette?, and more nanageable than any distributed server/
client application.
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Customized soiutiocs are client driven. This is the most
basic ievel of accommodation that a senrice provider can
offer and siill claim to serve unique needs. Customized
solutioas are founded on common features needed by all
users within an organization. This is a sufficient solution
for workers who need only to gain broad access to intelligence information,

i3~~s~?2t2ifzatfo?2
Personalized s01u':ions are user driven. These service providers realize &at each worker may have a need to explore different areas within the intelligence arena. Their
offerings can be individuaiiy tailored to include both the
common features required at the organization level and
the user ievel. Personalization is the key to successfn!
portals and company-wide intelligence solutions.

P e ~ s ~ r t a 2 t a f S%egare"remenls
io~
Once a service provider has committed to the idea of providirrg personalized intelligence solutions, rhey need to
conside- the requirements. These requirements range from
selectable data sources to flexible filters and interfaces.

Selecfabi'e Data Sources
There are three main data sources - Internet, proprietary,
and prenium/licensed. The Internet offers a wide variety of distributed information that is publicly available
to those .v~ihoare willing to search. Propriecary databases
can be iocaliy stored intelligence sources or remotely
hosted databases that are owne6 in whole or in part by
the organization doing the searching. Premium/licensed
databases are owned or compiled by one or more companies and can be sold in parts or as a whole. Premium/
licensed databases may be hosted rernorely or in-1,'owe.
Ar, excellent intelligence solution provider would have
the ability to combine all three disparate data sources tc
provide the most comprehensive solution offering.

F k i & I e FiE&xs
Along with providing great coctent, personalized solutions offer users the ability to define, manage, and edit
several information filters to ensure that they are able to
retrieve relevanr information and tweak the filter when
necessary to get a more concentrated or broad selection.
Additionally, intelligence soluricns providers need to accommodate easy addition, modification, and deletion of
search criteria as needs change.

FIex5 le Interf62ce
Not all users want to receive information from all sources
or need all services from a partimlar solution provider.
Therefore, it is important that intelligence service providers offer the ability to select among their services to
enable a user-by-user sewice offering that speaks to the
needs of the individual as opposed to just servicing their
corporate culture.

Options mi2 SsEutions
So, what are the choices? It all comes down to choosing
between an ASP or software solution. There are pros and
cons to each option and there is no one-size-fits-all answer. Suffice it to say, weighing the options is a good
srart ior any company looking for an intelligence s o h tion.

S@fweare Sa lnffons
Among the many software so1u':ions are enterprise information portals (EIPsj and traditional document and
knowledge management (KM] applications. EIPs such as
Sybase, Plumtree, Hummingbird, and Sagemaker, offer
push-pull technologies that transmir information to users through standardized interfaces. They integrate content management, business intelligence, and data warehouse information and are often packaged applications
that targei their content toward a particular function or
industry. Traditional document and KM applications such
as Verity, Documentum, Open Text, and Convera (formerly
Excaliber) help unlock the value of proprietary, digitally
stored information. The downside of software solutions
includes high costs, maintenance upkeep, the need for
iT resources, and sometimes complex interfaces that limit
the ability to customize and personalize intelligence
searches.

Servfse Soluliaras
As discussed above, ASPS and hosted application servers
offergreat flexibility, reach, ease-of-cse, predictability, and
speed. Perhaps one of the biggest benefits offered by the
hosted applications is the ability to customize and personalize intelligence search solutioas to deliver real-time,
current, and relevant data to the person who needs it
most. Easy to use and maintain; service solutions fit well

into organizations of ail sizes. Tire do-wnside zo using an
ASP service lies in the iangnage of soEe licensing slructures that may not favor larger organizations. Licensing
Language is unique to each ASP or hosted service provider and may jj~stas easiiy benefit a large; organization.
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Finding the right in1ei:Ligence soluiion for an individual
coEpany comes down to one thing - whar is the cost associated with not having the right information i c the r i g h
hands at rhe right tine? InteIligence soiutions can be used
throughout an organization to enhance sales, follow i;p
on competition, research fisca! srarrrs, and conduct industry trend analysis, The use for strnctured data on relevant
topics is limitless. The future of any indust~yrelies on
business leaders kncwing who is doing what at any time.
Hosted agpiications are poised to offer the best of both worlds
- they are able to deliver on the promise of collaborative
interacticn that wi14 enable people to work together, share
iafornnation, and redefice the way business is doze.
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of works that are eiigible for protection, the rights of copyright
holders and the exceptions to these
exclusive rights. Thus, a work nct
protected by copyright is necessarWhat is the public domain 2nd why ily a public donain work, Une of
is it important in copyright law3 the major complaints from the
Neariy everyone has heard the tern
schoiarly and research communiand has at least a vague notion of ties about term extension was that
why it is importart, but a deeper adding an additional 2C. years to the
understanding of the value of the t e r n of copyright for existing
pubiic domain is important for li- works delayed by two decades
brarians, especially as copyright works passing into rhe public domaic. In fact, it will be 2019 beholders try to expand their rfghts.
fore anything else enters the pub..
A s h o r t h a ~ ddefinition of a "public ire domain. When Congress endomain" work is that the work is the acted term extensioc, ir made the
opposite of a copyrighred work. provision retmactive for all works
Works that are copyrighted have a stiil under copyrighi. For example,
bundie of rights associated with at the end of 1998, a8i works from
them, The owner of the copyright 1923 should have passed into the
has the exclusive right to reproduce public do=ain; instead, they reand distribute the work, adapt f; ceived a n additional 2 0 years of
publicly perform and display it and, copyright protection.
if the work is a sound recording, t s
publicly perform it by digital means. Many foreign published works
If the work is within the '~ubiicdo- which had bees within the public
main, there are no ownership rights doxain in the United States have
associated with tke work. It may be been restored to copyright status
said that everyone and no one owns due to treaty obiigations. This
the work. Therefore, anyone =ay re- amendment appiies only to works
produce the work, distribute it, adapt thatwere not in the pubiic domain
in the country of publication. in
it, etc.
other wcrds, much of the world had
The public domain is particulariy a longer copyright term than did the
important to scholars, researchers united States, Aus, foreign-puband librarians. There is no locger iished works were treated as havany need to seek permission for ing expired terms in this country
any uses of the work, so =embers but not in their country of pablicaof the public may freely use public tion. This amendment contains a
domain works, not only for non- number of protections for parties
profit educatior,al and Iibrary pur- who relied on rhe pubiic domain
poses but also for research, schol- sratus of a work. Further. the restoarship and even to conznercialiy ration lasts only as long as the work
exploit the work. The statute does would kave Seen protected had 31
not define public domain. Instead, never entered tke public domain
it details the conditions necessary (i.e., iife of the author plus 50 or 76.
for copyright protection, the types years for most countries].
7
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There are four iarge categories of
works that are found wlthfn the public domain. First, the p ~ j l i d
c ona2
is made ap of works that do not meet
rhe statutory requirements for eopyright. Secocd, a11 works pnblished
in the United States on which the
copyright has expmd are no longer
eiigible for copyright pxecricn, This
represents the Iarges: cxegory oi
pubiic domain works.
r he thirri category Is comprised of
works in w$ich the author never
ciaimed copyright cr which were
dedicated to the p ~ b l i by
c being pubi:shed wthout copyright notice prior
to January 1, 1975. Prior to the current ACY,publication without nolice
was a fatal !law and the author lost
her rights. Since 1978, hcwever, p b iicatisn without notice does not destroy copyright protection, and the
work is still protected.
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United States docmm-its comprise
tke fourth category. Sectfcn '185of
fke Copyright Act siwpiy srates that
works by the federai govermzent
ara zneligibie for copyright protec+.
m n . This used tc be an absolute,
but around 1978 the National Science Foandafion begar, to award
grznts to researchers that permitted
+
em to
ihold personai copyright in
works they woaid produce. These
were predcmrcantfy WTIS docnments. As the government has increasingly contracted with oatside
vendors to conducr srudles, wr;x
reports, and the like, there are some
government publications that appear with copyright notice - not a
c3aim of g ~ v e r n ~ ecopyright
nt
's:d
a claim from the private coztractor
that produced the work, Despite
these anomalies, the hrrge majority
of federal government psblicxions
are public domain. Because the
Copyright Act js a federal statute, it
is silent as to §;ate government pub,
ixaiions. Thus, states are free to
claim copyright in their d o a m e n t s
i,' they so choose.
~

Many publishers and other producers of copyrighted
works repackage federal government information and
sell ir commercially. Is this a problem? No, neither for
the publisher/prcducer nor for the librarian and user of
the inisrmation. The republisher of the government
work does not get a copyright work in the public domain material. Any copyright claimed by such publisher
is only for any new material added such as a preface,
special index, or the like. Users of these works are free
to repro2uce the data or text as it appeared in the governmenx document but not to reproduce the copyrightec!
materiai added by the republisher. In fact, for works
that consist predominantly of federal government works,
the notice of copyright should identify those portions of
the work that embody works eligible for copyright protection. In other words, the government documents incorporared are not eligible for protection but any new
materiai added may be, if it meets the requirements of
originai'ty and creativity.
Other publishers and producers do more than republish
the work. They might prepare an adaptation from the
government docamen:. For example, if a publisher pmpared a summary or condensation of a government report? that condensation is an adaptation, or if an artist
took three government-produced photographs and created an arlistic panel of those photographs, that is an
adaptation. The adaptation would be eligible for copyright protection if it meets the requirements for copyr:ght. However, anyone else could still take the origiaai
government work and prepare his own adaptation.
lbday it is difficult to place a work within the public
domain Since copyright automatically attaches when
one creates a fixed, original work of authorship how
can one dedicate a work to the public? In reality, it may
nor be possible to do so. What one can do, however, it
to include a aote that appears on the work to the effect
that trne zuthor makes no claim or copyright and hereby
grants all users the right to make any use of the work.
There are several sources to locate various types of public domain works. A recently published work, THE
PUBLIC DOMAIN: HOW TO FIND & USE COPYRIGHTFREE WRITINGS, MUSIC, ART & MORE by Stepken
Fishman iietails many of these sources.
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For more information,
contact Laura Gasaway

(laura-gasav~ay@unc.edu)

Katherine Sheyer is associate p r o f e z o ~at the College of Information Science and 7echnology,
Drmel Universfty, Philadelphia, PA. She may be reached at: kuthy.she~er@cis.drmel.edu.
June Verner is p r o f e ~ o rat the College of Informotion Science and Technology, f i r w l University,
Philudelphia, PA. She may be reached at: june.verner@cis.drae!.edu.

CI system requires a good project plan. Much like a roadmap, this plan serves t o identr'fy important milestones
and provide information about atternative routes that can help the project team(s) avoid deiays. According t o a
survey by the Delphi Group, 58% of the useful knawledge of an organization i s recorded information (documents
and databases) and 42% resides in emptoyee brains (Hickens 1999). Integrating knowledge management and
competitive intelligence encourages their use, improves their quality and allows the firm t o respond more
rapidly t o changing business conditions (Senge 19941, s o the best CI system uses what i s already inside the
organization. One of the first derisions i s whether to improve access t o the organization's recorded information
or elicit knowledge that currently resides in employee brains. Regardless of format or Location, an organization's
knowledge i s generally filtered through both a cognitive dimension and a relationship dimension,
The cognitive dimension focuses on the "stuff," bnt to
identify :he important attributes of the relevant "stnff," it
is important to know how it is filtered through the relaticnshlp dimension. The relaaionship dimension has the
following characteristics:
Purpose - the organization's business purpose, its vision,
mission, goals and objectives
Process - the means by which strategic initiatives are
moved from "clean sheet" to launch
People - the "four - ics"
* Demographics - personal characteristics of currenl and
potential users ( e g , position, education and trainicg,
learnjag slyle)
* Psychographics - personal belief systems that i m ~ a c t
action/reaction/interaction
Geographfcs - factors of culture, distance and t i ~ e
Politics - formal/informal lines of authority, innovaticn and trust (Shelfer and Goodrum 1999)
The planning process and the project itself must take these
characteristics into consideration in order to be successful. In fact, the successful CI system might also be likened
to the steps involved in successful community gardening:
(11 seed the grcund, (2) water and fertilize what you plant,
(3) weed the garden, (4) reward the gardeners, (5) discourzge the predators, and (G) harvest the value.

critical failure indicators: (1) lack of informed cocsensus; (2) acceptance of the status quo; (3) unwarranied
trust in the vendor; (4) failure to support the business
purpose; (5) a short term, internal, myopic approach; ( 6 )

paralysis by analysis; (7) sabotage by external predators;
(8) suicide through ignoring p r ~ j e c constraints;
t
and (9)
failure to consider business, human or technology limitations imposed on the project fTyson, 1998). Careful planning is the best form of failure prevection. There are both
management constraints and technical constraints to be
considered. Management constraints involve three key
problem areas-time, money and scope. The flexibility
needed to deliver a quality project is severely hampered
if any one or two of these three are fixed. For example,
project constraints impact deadline constraints. A fixed
budget with deadline constraints generally kills any
chance of success. Regarding technical constraints, is there
any flexibility in terms of the tools available? It is imperative to avoid getting caught up in the "trade rag" hype,
so a warning is appropriare here: NEVER buy off vendor
presentations! Other key factors to consider include experience, whether legacy systems are involved and
whether the system will be "bleeding edge" or a patch. It
helps to know if this system will be a pilot for knowiedge-sharing in the organization.
Unlike failure, success can't be guaranteed, but it is much
more likely if the project includes: (1) flexible design;
(2) willingness to implement a mechanized "less than
ideal" system; (3) use of an evolutionary approach with
prototyping; (4) giving users substantial (to total) control; (5) coordination by indiviciual business units; and
(6) active networking. Though there are many factors
contributing to software projecr success, the presence of
a committed project sponsor is one of the most importact
early success factors (Proccacino and Verner 2001). A
committed sponsor has a significant impact on many of

the project phases and project functions, incisding the
(I] schednre estimates, (2) quality of the project team
members, and (3) degree of icteraction with other stakeholders.

~n acceptance criteria; there is no w-ay to recogcize when the project is completed or if it has bee2 successful. Most prcject managers
would prefer to use a w a t c f d lifecycle for project deveiopment as this ensures better control of the project and its
schedule (Vercer and Cepa, 1997). A waterfall development methodology must begin witk good requirenxcts in
order to ensure project srrccess, as poor requirements are a
major cause of project failure. These days, projects are
notorious far beginning (and s o m e t i ~ eeven
s
ending: with
inadequate requirements [Proccacino acd Verner 20011.
An iterative prototyping methodoicgy, such as t l x
pro-oiotypznglifecycle, is preferable when it is difficult to
obtain adecjuate requiremenrs at the start of a project, as
is often rhe case wirh a @I system. Iterative prototyping
tends to be more verbal and to involve the developers in
many more interactions with the castomers and users
than is required for a waterfaii meti.,odology (Verner and
Cerpa 1999;. With iterative prctctyping, projecr managers and developers are often nncomfortab!e with the iack
the documentation that woaid be ?art of a warerfali process. As a result, develcpment personnel tend to dislike
usilrg iterative prototypmg. They atso feel that they have
little project coerrol and that they do not realIy get a good
understanding cf the requirements.
Since this method normally invoives many iterations, it
is important to firnit the number of incoming requests
for additional functions. Having early agreement concerning acceptance criteria car, ecswe that the prototyping
iterations do not contime endlessly. One way that project
managers control iterative prototyping in practice is to

I IdmaiB WHO - Stakeholders
1.I Sponsor
1.2 Other Stakeholders
1.3 Project Manager
1.4 Team Leader
I .S Initial Team
I .G Risk Managemem (RM) Plan
2. ?dentiffy K7Hi?Bf
2.1 Create a K-Map
2.2. Needs Analysis
I . Gap Analysis

make ir clear frcm the begicrling that :>ere will be a
maximum nuEber of ~teratiocs(e.g., three). if stakeholders are warned In advance of exactly how Tiany iteraiicns wiii 5r permitted, they are more Iileiy to make a
genuine efiofi to c ~ ~ p i erequirements
te
within this time
frame. The project aanager will also be =ore content,
since there is littie chance that rhe srojecr will conticue
iterating endiessly.

nnderstand nser needs In order to define the requirements
of the CI system These inclnde (1: stakeholder analysis,
(2) needs analysis, (3: gap analysis and (4: cost-benefit
amiysis. Even if we have d o ~ ae g c ~ job
d of gathering the
sof:ware requirements, these ca.naot Se Lrozm at the start
of a project. Inevitably>there wiii 5e changes that must be
made. A project can b e c ~ m ehcpeiessly bogged down without a change control process. All mer:bers of he team al?
vcinerabk to approaches for undocuxented changes,
which can spin out of costroi. Uncontrolled changes can
escalate the costs of a project and lead to huge cost overmns; so it is really impoeant to have cclariy defined roles
for the change process, and for the users to have clear
understanding and excectations.
Given that we marst expect change and pian for it, there
should be an agreed-upon change prscess, with cieariy
defined rcles and processes to deal with change requests.
This allows ns to m i n i ~ i z echanges to hhose parts of t3.e
project that are critical to its overali success. The twoIeve! control scheme is geceraily effective in corntroiiing
changes. That is, a senior review board oversees the scope
of rhe project and a change control board is responsible
for xanaging the "tweaks," It is generaily best if decisioc-ievei ~qresentativesfrom. ALL stakeholders are represented on these boards. These boards rule on the c5ange
requests as appropriate, and manitor their impact en :he
project itself. The discussion below is an overoiew of the
piacning process that leads to a good project plan.

3 . i'denrify HOW MiCH
3.1 &gh-Level Cost-Benefit Estimates
4. Idenrlfy HOW
4.0 Options Tradng
4.1 lmpieme~ltationPlan
4.2 Plan to Action
5, Identify HOW WXLL
5.1 Feedback
5.2 Post LMor%em
Review
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cessful CI system, we use a trip
-3lannt.r to identify [!1) who is involved with the system,
(2) what they actualiy require. (3) how much they are
prepared to pay and (41 how many benefits they expect
to obtain from the system. .We then musk discover (4)
how we will go about developing the sys:e= and, a%
completioni (5) determine how well we met the project
goals.

CI m i t whose viewpoints are criiical
project are the C! 'Jnir Coordinaror,
the Industry Watcher (Researcher> and the Issues Management Anaiyst. In a srr,all Ci mil, these are often overlapping roles. In addition, there are other Stakeholders
who should be included. These are the sponsor as well
as representatives froE operations n a ~ a g e m e n t ,strategic bnsiaess uni:s and variwa functicnal axas. It night
be a good idea to inciude someone who interfaces with
d l these units, such as the manager of ~ u a l i t yasswance.
Stakeirolders should be Identified in the very earliest
stages of the project. To identify stakeholders, you need
to identify those who USE the system, but it is also importact to find out more abont those who IGNORE/3YPASS formal sysfem.~.Tw-o methods include gap analysis
and user requirements analysis. These are fornal methodoiogies about which ~ u c has
h been written. This is
the point at which yuu aim need to select a Project Manager and a Team Leader. In selecting members of the Injtial and Subsequent Team{s), be su:e yor: know who yon
need to please and who will give you the necessary tinx.
I t is i ~ p o r t a nto
t integrate different forms of sharing and
to plan for organic evolution and growth. hperfection
will bappen, so it helps ro be prepared to deal with it.
A caution is relevant here-guard against your cwn snsconscious fiiters! It is impoeant 'lo listen carefuiiy and
oDtain verification that you have nnderstood the intended
input. In the exanple beJow, what is the topic of discussionz Would yos guess :he topic of this exzmpie is
(1)NSECTS and (T6)ELLGW STUFF7 (Sheifer 1998).

available when required. Tkey are also more likely to
provide adequate tirm for tke development team. If the
project begins withont a sponsor, or the sponsor is not
visijly committed, the seeds of failure have been aBead.y
sowc (Procczcino acd Vemer 2081;. Beca:ise of the G e
effect that a sponsor has on a prcject, it is ixportant at
the beginnizg of rhe project for the project manager to
find out as =uck as :ossibk about the project spcnsoz
* HOWmuch political power does the sponsor have?
How interested is the sponsor is in the project?
- .s How visib!e is the sponsor irBely to 5n9
h.7

The project needs z senior management spsnsor. The more
poiiticaliy adept the sponsor, the a c r e likely the project
wili be able to avoid road bbcks. The sponsor must be
visible and coatinne tc show interest arid comxitrnent
throughout the project. Other stakeholders are unliicely to
feel that %beyz u s t cooperate if the sponsor is seen to lose
interest. If the project begins without a sponsor or the sponsor shows littie commitment, then the project is milkeiy
to succeed. It is better for the project to begin withotit a
sponsor ( a d for a committed sponsor to be found 'later:
than it is for the project to conrinue with an invisible nnc a ~ r ~ i t t sponsor
ed
(Proccaciro and Vemer 200?>.
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h y o n e who is impacted in some way by the system slnonld
be considered, but the Eajority oof stakeholders are users.
It is importaat to consider ali operational or S.mctionai
a:eas that am impacted by the proposed system. Ail of these
groups have the ability to impede the developmenr of the
systeE in son;e 'vvay~If senior manageEent shows kterest
and commitnent to the project? other stakeholders are
much more likely to cooperate. If senior ,xanagernext is
not supportive, rhea why shouid the other stakeholders
n a k e tine to work m i ~ hthe 3roject teams? At this point, it
kelps to prioritize. Which matters FIRST? Generally, this
wouid be the capabilities, priorities an6 poiitics of tke technical staff who are charged with the design, development
and/or deploymenr of the system.
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Any project is more iikeiy 'ro be viewed as successful if
the project manager is viewed as credible by the stakeholders. Orher Factcrs leading to successful project ouicomes inciu5e having a project manager who [';I has a
clear vision of the project, (21 is respected by team mernbers, (3) does not play favorires, and (4) is a% to delegate tasks (Proccacico an6 Verner 2001). At the beginning of the project, the project manager is responsible
for genezating a project plan thzt is rxmitore5 and modified as the project progresses.

With a visible, politically powe?ful, comnitted prcject
sponsor, things are easier for the project manage: and
the project team. Customers ar,d users are more likely to
accept the project as a whole, to be cooperative and to be

,,+ ,k>n'o<icr
Te;;,~.m ; . ~ a ~ g y ~ s >
The prcject leader should be both a visionary and a pragmatist. This individnai wiil serve as a ccmrrunicator,
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bridge, translator, facilitator, champion, cheerleader.
fiurse, and traffic cop.

1,s I k & 3 i 9 3
\
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How do you ~der~.Cify
likely members of the initiai/subsequelrt team(s)? The objective of The IXITIAL team is to
assess and plan. The objectives of SUBSEQUENT teams
are to carry out, evaluate and iterate. These reams require different knowledge, skills and abilities, However,
continuity is important, so there should be core mem
bers who carry forward as part of the succession plan.
N3 plan is perfecr. Bad things can happen to good teams,
and bad teams can implement successful projects. However?careful selection and management of the project team
provides a greater likelihood of project success.

3,6 Bi;& &.4nagclxenr
Product sfze risks
a Brzsiness impact risks
a Customer related risks
* Process risks
8 P-rocess rssues
Tecfinical issues
Technol~gyrisks
Development en-dlronment r i s k
a Sta,qng risks (Pressman 1997).

manage and analyze complex interrelated inputs, variables, processes and outputs. Those designed to resolve
uncertainties will increase connectivity through space and
time. The following checklists help determine relevant
system features [Zack 1999).

Comp&xity ChecicEsl
Handle compiex interrelated inputs, variables,
processes & outputs
9
Include searchable online repositories
Provide access to experts who can handle
complex situations
Coordination of complex tasks
Coordinated integration of diverse expertise
Support decentralized Decision-making

9

Once a list of potentiai risks has been identified and listed,
the impact of each of the risks needs to be assessed. After
the highesr risk items are identified, a risk management
plan can be developed for each of these risks. The risk
managenent plan may include risk avoidance, risk mitigation, risk management and contingency planning. The
project nanager nay decide that some risks are so unlikely they C ~ I ;be ignored. The manager may also choose
to transfer the risk to others. As the project proceeds,
risk mocitoring activities commence. To do this monitoring the project manager must ensure that the project
managezent process includes risk tracking. This might
take the icrm of developing a project risk table and reviewing bi7e status of each risk at weekly or biweekly
meetings. At each of these meetings, identified risks may
be dropped from the list or new risks added. The effort
put into the risk mmagement plan should correspond to
the probability or importance of the risk; that is, the
greater the risk, tile more developed should be the risk
management pian.

fies four basic kinds of
knowledge problems: Ambiguity; Equivocality; Campiexity; and Uncertainty (Zack 1999). When dealing
with ambiguity and equivocality, optimal systems support face time. That is, they provide fast access to experts and link the key decision makers. Systems designed to ininimize complexity are those -which can

U~certaCrrtyCheckiist
Data: Locate, Gather data; Cue to gaps
Connectivity : Across time, across distance
* Communications Configuration: Flexible;
Handle sudden, unpredictable events; Broadcast at-large RFI; Generate pointers
Support Leaning: Estimation, Inference, Prediction; Automated management of central
knowledge repositories: Feedback

A Knowledge Map (or K-map: is defined as a collective
view of the Knowledge and skills required to successfully
perform each step i n deliuering c. solution (Fuimer, Gibbs
and Keys, 1998). A K-map is predicated on the foliowing
assumptions:
1.Knowledge is composed of data to which insight has
been added. It is derived from processes baker, in context.
2. Processes involve players who engage in rules-based
activities
3. Rules have definitions
4, Activities can be ranitored, managed and mapped
The process of creating a K-map begins with mapping
the existing terrain. The processes nsed to identify relevant knowledge include asset-mapping and user needs
analysis. In developing an asset-map, rhe current available corporate knowledge assets are identified, as are the
processes by which these are obtained and used. The next
step is to engage in user needs analysis. Once these have
been compieted, knowledge assets are compared to user
knowledge requirements. It may be that the existing
knowledge could provide additicnal value if it were more

effectively ~ a n a g e d so
, the CT systen ~ r o j e c tmight be
directed toward enhancing internal use of existing information. At this point, however, gaps between available
and needed knowledge generaliy rernair,. This is the
knowledge that must be acquired from others (external
to the organization). At this point, the M-zap should be
refined so that it beccmes project-specific. This refined
version should be used ?e estabiish the project's drrection.
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Needs analysis takes two forms-"'road ~aictenance"and
"traffic control." For each category, /,:hereievant :ads are
Iisred in Table I.
-'$

There are several toois that can also be used to plar, for
future needs, including Delphi, content anaiysis, scenario analysis, impact analysis acd R-maps [Fulmer.
G i b s and Key 19982. The M-map is the tool emphasized
in this paper,

e decision support
through knowledge transfer. At this stage, it is not ye:
kncwn which components of tke Ci systems project will
aciuai1y provide the most useful enhancements to rhe 61
fanction at the most affordable cost. For this reason, a
high level cost-benefit analysls is used to sr:pport the
choice between two optlons: {I: the one that shows the
greatest likelihood of a q ~ i c ksuccess; acd (2: the one
that caters to a specific s%akeholder/chanpion/ucitwho

Road M a f ~ t e r m x e
employee suggestions
consensm-brilding
self-directed teamls
S t a t l s t ~ c a iprocess control
@PC)
benchmarking
workout programs
Q

Q

Sowce: Fzlrner, Gzbbs end Key 1998.

is most likely *Loprotect Phase Two. Such priorities need
to be determined 5e:'cm a "more de:aiieG project plan cac
be developed. Regardless of rhe oprion{s> chosen, the
cbjective at this stage is to buy t i n e to pratect the nex?
?has2 of the project.

3,: Ai&-.iev$l cc$P-Be-.e&it
The initial project cost estimaticn process reqnires a mrc*->
rc: review of the project. For exaixpie, estimate the startup tasks involved i c t e r m of people or space. Xow are
such costs estimated Icr at&: projects? ?It helps to know
what kappened to &er projects when costs were mere
[or ':he benefits less: tkan inXally projected. Throughout the life of the project, it is importact to keep cost
data. Comparing prcjected casrs to actual costs is an important component of the gost-moriea review & will benefit futme pla~ning.Tilis is a diEicuit process, so experienced project planners s3ould be involved.

ake shape, it helps to take
s. few riays just To tizink about It For exaE:_gle,can yor:
define the CI system? What are the L~rssion/objeclives?
-HOW will this mpacr cet.mrk Eanagenent? What ce-w
resources might be reauired to maintain i:? Now wiii It
mppor: industry watch or i s s ~ e aanagement?
s
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It is ncw time to trade infci.qarion systems/techsology
impIementation options. There are three possibie categories iron which to choose: (I j coxmercial "plug and piay"
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transfer innovation
effective intervenxion
business process reengineering
(BPR)
task forces
ad JZOC grozps
inrernal management development
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software; ( 2 ) customizable off-the-size2 (COTS; packages;
and (31 in-house development. There are three ,myths/
legends that need to be debunked. No option is the "magic
bullet" solution.
j
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In opting for commerciai sofrware, :he cost of deveiopment is shared with others and there is the added Senefi:
of the supplier's deveiopment expertise and insigh: into
CI system. Xowever, the system mlgh"lt31so include ucwanted features or h c k impcrtant ones. The vecdor's
promises r i g h t fall short of reality.
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Choosing C3TS can ~ r o v i d ea clear advanrage in ter-ns of
creating, a system that matches user requrmmcts without the cost of creating a unique syste=. However, going
"outside" for the custamizat~oadelivers core kn~wieclge
about an organizatioc's business processes to outsiders
the vendor may cot ac?aally have the skilled employees
reqalred for high-ievei custonizarion, and the process
might be far Bore expensive than in:tialiy anticrpated
Access to (and ownership 00 the code can aiso be an
issue. The organization cae be held nostage to costiy technxal support of t2e SInai hybrrd prcduct.
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Statistical Process Control (SPC)
Constant Processing
Taxonomy Tezplates
Fiat and stays close tc the jusiness process
VisuaEzation Software
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In-house is nst automaticallji cheaper/more expensive
than other optiocs. You might get a considerably better
product without the risk of outsiders getting access to
sensitive information. Yocr project n i g h t be "piggy
backed" onto an e x i s t i ~ gproject at iittk additional cost.
However you might aiso find that prcject resources have
been "hijacked" or that other projects continually have a
higher pliority. Yon might have a great price froE the inhouse team, yet never get the system built.

Ta properly organize a project plan, the project =anager
must break the project down into its parts using h i e m rlzz:raI Hecompcslt-;ont j a i includes the following: (1) work
breakdown structure; (21 PEXT chart; ( 3 ) GANTT chafi;
and (4) resource tabk. A wcrk breakdown structure is
a c extension of an organlza'licnal chart that is used to
show the essential components of the system. Because a
work breakdown structure is used to break projects into
xiaxgeable pieces, it is possible to work on and mocitor
one phase at a time. Once this is eo-npkted, a task cetwork or D E E chart is used lo identify tasks with paraiiel; or sequectlal, execution. After the PET: chart has
been developed and a criticai path deficed, a Gantt char:
is deveioped to show:
a What tasks must be done
When they should start
When they should finish
HOWlong each should take
Gantt charts are very nsefui, because they provide good
visibility 04 major tasks and aiiow for eonqarisoc of tasks
with estimates and actual project status. Almg wit:? this,
a resource tabie should be deveioped that shows who is
availajle to wcrk on the projec: and what, exactly3 is
their availability.
@
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User feedback is essentiai to the identification of system
requirements and good system requirements are essentiai to project success, If a customer is unsure of what
exactly is needed thez a c iterative prototyping approach
can be helpfui in more accurately pinning d e i m requirements. After each prototyping iteration nser feedback is
used to modify the prototype. This process continue un+: maximum benefit for rnininxm cost has k e n achieved.
L
,:

In evaluating system optiocs, it is 2 good idea to develop
a features "beat sheet" or features comparison checklist.
Examples of such feat,r es are:
Natural Language v. Structured Queries
Jargon-napping. The foilowicg ::st illustrates the different terms nsed for simiiar concepts (Pearson 199-71.
Locals - Plan, Do, Stxdy, Act
Explmers - Exploree quantip], analyze, veri,?
Scientists- Problem-solve tzammork, new ideas, create
value
Systems - Chaos, sirnafaticn, team Eea~,izgfeedback
MM - Comarmnicate, uirtursl consn&s, kno-izlledge bme.
lessons learned
K-building - Psychology, staiistical methods, systems
theory, Knowledge theory
Content Mining (good for e-naii)

New canditions are documented-success
generated

netrics are
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The fatal error that some teams make is to deveiop a
"thmw it over the wail and see what slicks" =ectalikjr.
This happeas when a teaxi defines a set of system reqnirements, deveiops a systez a d then just throws it a?
the users. In this situation, t h e x is very Iittie end-cser
teslicg. Follow-up is restricted to those features that
*.
s:lck."
In reality: useful features mzy have unreiated
problems such as dated or poorly formatted content. Once
the system has been defined; it is i a p o r i a ~for
t the team
to keep stakeholders involved in the d e v e l o p ~ e n tprocess, since there are sure tc be technical and functional
trade-offs.
"

tina Information Inta
Mea-wingthe Bottom Line Contribution of Librarians and infomation Professionals

by Frank H=Portugal, Ph.D.
A determination of the bottom line value of libraries and

information centers has proven difficult because of the intangible nature of the value and the use of archaic accounting
systems that for the most part focus on tangible or physical
assets rather than intangible ones. The problem is that the
intangible value of libraries and information centers may be
orders of magnitude greater than their tangible value. To
overcome some of these measurement difftculties this
workbork presents four different approaches to the intangible
valuation of information resources.
Complete the form beiow and return to Spr
ibraries Association,
Book Order Depr., 1700 Eighteenth Street,
Wahingtoc, DC 20009, or by fax at 1-202-234-2442.
?or more inCorrmclon, conact SLA's book order department a: 1-202-234-4700 e x . 673 or email: books@sla.org.
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For a project to be considered a success, it must show
steady progress. In the case of systems deveiopment, no
news is airnost always considered bad news, so ?he stakeholders shoarld never have unpleasant suqrises during
development. Weekly team meetings that nocitor and
track progress should be heid. Fron: the very beginning
of the project, of course, it should be clear to all parties
as to the type and frequency of progress reporting that is
expected. I: is essentiai that rr,iles:oees be monitored aed
management and other stakeholders be kept informed of
progress.

ail phases of ?~.J:ure
projects. it !s par',icularly useful to have
ideas, issues and problems d o c n ~ e n t e dthroughw~tthe
project and exanined d u ~ n the
g post zortem review- The
whoie cont<~utionto date can then be evaluated. While It
might net 3e advisaSle tc share all the infomation from the
post mortem review, it will be helphlii if an expunged wrsion is nxde avaiiable wirhin the organization.

&,23 Qan&j:~y &sarape, C g ~ t x o i
Quality is not something that can 5e added at the cornplePion of a project-it needs tc be included from the very
begincing of the projecz. Darring the deveiopment process, it is important to review quality early and often. An
exceilent method for izproving quality is to use peer reviews to identify and remove errors, Used properly, peer
reviews can (I) save tine, (2) improve the quaiity of :he
product, and (3: be more efficient than testing for identifying faults (McGonneIl 1997). Peer reviews can invoive
both team members as well as selected clients. Team
members can work through various scenarios with the
client. As a result of this stakeholder interaction project
results are found more credible by the stakehoiciers.
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Once the sysiem has been opened to the users, there are
several specific passive and unobtrusive methodologies
that can be used to obtaic feedback. Tor exampie, transaction iog anaiysis [TLA) can be used to identrfy where
(and in what direction) patterns 3f usage may have
changed. [TLA requires that a baseiine be established at
the inception of the project.) E-mail response can also be
integrated into the system. Ethncgraphy, in the form of
analysis of user feedback rnessages, can be used to direct
future enhance~~ents.

5-2 j+p;-&-&r:f
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Many useful lessons can also be iearned from a postmortem review of the project. The port-mortem review
shouid not be used as a performance review of individuals, but as a vehicle to discover what went right/wrong
in the project. What went right should be institutionalized. For example, how good was the risk ansiysis? What
risks did or did not happen? What else shouid be considered, or managed more carefully, next time? The postmortem review can also be used as a vehicle for quality
control. The information acquired can be used to izprove

information s;
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of SLA, and recently served on the
Search Committee for the SLA's new
Executive Director.

SBA Member, Sandra Kit
Agnnaurtces New Releases
Autho: and SLA member Sandra Kitt,
has announced the August release of
her 21" :novel, called 'She's The
One", from Signet Books. Sandra is
the author of "The Color of Love",
"Family Affaks", and her most recent, "Close Encounters", which was
named among the Top Ten Contemporaries Ior 2000 3y amazon.com.
Known for her emotionally rich stories, and characters that come to life,
the author has ievented a heroine
who is a librarian! "She's The One"
is the sigry of sicgle professional
black woman, Deanna Lindsay, who
is named the guardian of the daughter of an acquaintance she hasn't
seen in seven years. No one believes
Deacna's capable of caring for the
chiid, including Patterson Temple, a
fireman and a friend of the child's
mother. Deanna's life is turned upside down acd further complicated
by troubles at her office, and the sudden appearance of the child's father
who is trying to biackw.ai1 Deanna.
Sandra Kitt is the Manager of Library
Services for the Richard S. Perkin Collection in Astronomy and Astrophysics at the Americar, Museum of Natural History in New York. She is a
member of BCAM, and Special Libraries Association. Sandra is Past
President of the New York Chapter

Her work has been praised by Library
Journal, USA Today, and The Black
Scholar, and bas appeared on the
Black Board best seller list in Essence
Magazine. A short story included in
CiriFriends, and anthoiogy from
Harper Collins, was nominated for
the prestigious NAACP Image Award
for Fiction in 1999.

decided she couldn't pass up such a
unique opportunity (although it is
her third library design project), and
she is enjoying learning more about
textile design and fabrics.

ViaBa furumoto, SLA

Member Dies
Viola Furumoto passed away on April
15th,2001, at her home in Kona, Hawaii. Viola was a iibrarian at the
Universiry of Hawaii at Manoa, Science Technology Reference Depl.,
and retired in 1988. She had been a
member of SLA since 1973.

Jan Hayden Accepts New
Position W i t h h Nike as
Footwear Materials
Resoums Speciaki5.t.

Former $LA Member BonnieJean Wadtkke Dies

SLA member, Jan Hayden has accepted a new position within Nike as
Footwear Materials Resource Specialist. She is charged with designing a
library that will house approximately
10,000 textile samples for Nike's footwear designers. Jan is a member of
the Oregon Chapter and the Museums,
Arts and Humanities Division.

Bonnie-Jean {Woodworth] Radtke, 60,
of Bloomfieid, died or, April 26, 2001
at Saint Francis Hospital. She set up
the Investment Library at the Hartford
Insurance Group and ran it for 25 years.
She was past President and Board
member for both the Capitol Region
Library Council and the Concecticut
Valley Special Libraries Association.

Because a collection of textile
samples, rather than books, will be
housed, a great deal of creativity is
required. A database of cataloging
information about each material
sample has been established, and will
be converted to a web-based version
by late fa71 of 2001. Kike's material
vendors will partner with the library
to showcase a wide rage of textiles
as well as leathers and synthetic
leathers in the collection.
Jan has been working in Nike's Design Library for the past five years.
When the ater rials group searched
Nike internally for possible candidates, they looked for someone with
li'srary experience and library design
skill. They were willicg to train a librarian in the subject of textiles. Jan

Karen Nshbowy t o attend
Institute for Women in
Higher Edueatian
Karen Holloway, Team Leader of the
University of Arizona Science-Engineering Library, has been selected
to attend the 2001 Summer Institute
for Women in Higher Education.
Bryn Mawr College and Higher Education Resource Services, MidAmerica, sponsor this prestigious
program jointly. The institute selects
women who demonstrated leadership ability and offers them intensive training in education administration. In its 26th year, the Summer Institute seeks to enrich the
leadership of North American higher
education by providing its participants with skills and information

july 209%

pertinent to the management and governance of colleges
and universities.

Shklee Schwart fs named the
205% Karen 5. Switt Award Recipient
The 2001 Karen 2. Switt Leadership Award wianer is
Shirlee Schwarz, President of Library Consulting Service
in Westport, CT. Shiriee was ~orninatedby her colieagues
for her numerous roles within the SLA Fairfield County
Chapter as well as her hard work for the Special Libraries Association's Library Management Division's Consuiting Section. She is also being honored for her role in
mentoring numerous new-, aand some not-so-new, special
librarians. This award is given by the Library Management Division and the C. Berger Group, ice. and is presented at the annual LMD izncheon. The wianner zeceives
an engraved crystai sculpture as wel! as a check for $75G
from the C. Berger Group, Inc. of Carol Slrea=, IL.
Each year since 1988, at the Annual S M Conference in
..
June, LPVID has honored one of the arvision's ~xembersin
recognition of significant leadership i c the inforxation
management profession during the previous five years.
Accomplish~entsmust be in some aspect of iibrary and

amoqj the top a0
~aefkmab&and firsffor

information management; for example: visionxy ieadership, placning and strategy, information policy, techno!ogy, corr,municatiox, marketing, pzbiic ~eiations,h u ~ a n
resosrces , finance or etkics.

Anr-arrat P%eet%rrg,Banquet, a d Awx&
Pwentatia~faf the NOT& CaroHina Chapter
of the Special LEbmfies Associathw
SL4 members from across tke state of Xoeh Carolina came
to the Aznual K@/SLA Bzsiness Meezixg and Awards
Banquet at the Gnilford Cocven:ioo center^ h a m e Gard
Marshali, Dean of the Schooi of Information and Library
Science at the UGiversity of North Carolina a? Chzpel Hiii,
spoke to n-embers about Workforce Issues Facing Special Librarianship." Dean Marshall's comments engaged
everyone concerned with scarcity of zpplicacts a r d the
"graying' of the ~rofession.Among orher strztegies, she
encouraged everyone to enliven their commitment to NC/
SLA, particuiarly by mentoring new iibrarians a n h x dents. Eiien Leadern, ?resiCert, then offered congratuiarims to the newiy elected officers, and sincere thanks to
those who agreed to run and to outgomg officers fcr their
service to the chapter. Assnming new roles @nthe Executive Board are President-elect-Dmsie Boldt; Direcror-Elixa
Robertson; acd Secretary-Becky Cxvaja!.
"

Mary Schwartz, Sara Az11 Chair, presented the Sara h l i
Stndenf Paper Awdrd of $500 ro KT. Vaughan, student of
the Schooi of Icforma'ion and LiSrary Sciecce at the University of No& Cardina a: Chapel Hiil, for excellence in
writing while conrributing to the literature of special
librarianship. Ms. Vaughac's paper was entitied "Methods
for Journal Collection Evaluation in Science Libraries."
Ann Stringfield, Past-president zod Awards ChairJ noted
that the next two award winners for 2001 have rheir oatstanding support of Libra-y & Informa;icn Science ~ P J dents in eomaoa. 3arbarz Best-Nichols presented the
Meritori~usAchievezent Award to Rober? Bailard, pzafessor at North Carolina Central Eniversity. Ms. %stKichois noted that her former professor had often gone
above and Seyoad :he cali of duty in order to support
students in their NC/SLA interests.

2802. Rarer? S k t m f w h ~
Merrwr'ral Scholarship
Reciplerll At~naunced
The winner of the Southern California Chapter's sixth annual Karen
Sternheirn Memorial Scholarship,
choserr from 15 applicants, is Aura
Lippincott, a master's degree candidate from the UCM Graduate Schooi
of Information Studies. This year's
award of $3,000 was presented to
Aura at the chapter's annual business nxeticg on May 17 in Pasadena,
CA. The scholarship was established
by the Southern California Chapter
of the Speciai Libraries Association
to provide assistance to a student
enrolled :n a graduate master's degree program ir, library and information studies t i a t intends to pursue a
career in special librarianship.

Aara earned a B.A. in Philosophy and
Political Science from George Wash-

The Sterzhein Menorial Scholarship
honors Southern Caiifornia Chapter

ington University in 1992 and expects
to graduate from UCLA's Information
Studies program in September of this
year. Currently an assistant to the librarians at IICLfl's RosenfeId Management Library, Aura's responsibilities include development and rnaintenafice of library Web pages, including course support materials and case
studies. She also develops user guides
for business databases and presents
orientatior, workshops ir, software
applications to MBA students. Aura
is a member of UCLA's student chapter of the Special Libraries Associatior, and served as Vice President
from 2000-2001.

member Karen Sternheim, who was
employed by the UGLA Management
Library from 1980-1993. Karen was
very involved in t i e Special Libraries Association and was an active
member of the Scholarship Committee and UCLA's student group. She
also participated in the UCLA Library
mentoring project and supervised
information science graduate interns
employed by UCLA's Management
Library.
For more information on the Karen
Sternheim M e ~ o r i a lSchoiarship,
please visit the website at http://
www.s!a.org/chapter/csca/
stern.htm.
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1
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